FLUIDMASTER® 555C FLUSH VALVE REPAIR KIT WITH 502 PERFORMAX® HIGH PERFORMANCE FLAPPER & DRAIN SEAT INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

1. Remove Old Parts
   - Remove tank lid. Use pencil to mark water level of tank.
   - Turn off water supply (Clockwise). Flush toilet and remove excess water from tank with sponge.
   - Disconnect flapper chain from tank lever arm & remove flapper from overflow pipe. See Step 2 for further details.

2. Preparing the Flush Valve Repair Kit for Installation
   - Remove flapper or tank ball.
   - Use scrub brush with warm soapy water to thoroughly clean old seat surface. Rinse and dry seat with hair dryer.
   - Pull large sections of sealant if any remains. Use mineral oil with a cloth to remove remaining sealant from old seat.
   - Use brass brush and warm soapy water to thoroughly clean seat surface. Rinse and dry seat with hair dryer.

3. Installing on a slanted or horizontal seat
   - Place the flush valve repair kit, with sealant paper attached, on your flush valve so the chain is closest to the tank lever.
   - Pull up firmly and slowly the edge of seat with fingers. Do not pry with a tool.
   - Pull large sections of sealant if any remains. Use mineral oil with a cloth to remove remaining sealant from old seat.
   - Place end of seat on tank and then 3C.

4. Connecting the Chain from Flapper to Tank Lever
   - If your toilet is able to flush, adjust the dial down to the next setting, number (8) and flush again.
   - Position hinge section of seat in “OK” zone.

5. Turn On Water Supply
   - Clean seat around porcelain opening. Rinse with water.
   - Use scrub brush with warm soapy water to thoroughly clean seat.

6. Set to Optimize the PerformAX™ Flapper
   - Start with the dial in the default setting and flush your toilet.
   - During this “Limited Five Year Express Warranty” period, Fluidmaster Inc. will provide, subject to the “Exclusions” set forth below, all replacement parts free of charge, necessary to correct such defects. This “Limited Five Year Warranty” is null and void if this plumbing product has not been installed and maintained in accordance with all written instructions accompanying the product, and if non-Fluidmaster Inc. parts are used in installation.

7. Code Compliance
   - If your toilet is able to flush, adjust the dial down to the next setting, number (8) and flush again.
   - Position hinge section of seat in “OK” zone.

8. Troubleshooting
   - If your toilet is able to flush, adjust the dial down to the next setting, number (8) and flush again.
   - The center line should be positioned above 3 or 9 o’clock, located in areas marked “OK.”
   - If your toilet is able to flush, adjust the dial down to the next setting, number (8) and flush again.

9. Preparing the Tank
   - Place mineral oil on seat, then proceed with the following steps.
   - Turn off water supply (Clockwise). Flush toilet and remove excess water from tank with sponge.
   - Pull large sections of sealant if any remains. Use mineral oil with a cloth to remove remaining sealant from old seat.

- Please keep a copy of these instructions on the property in which the product was installed.